Xp pseudoautosomal gene haploinsufficiency and linear growth deficiency in three girls with chromosome Xp22;Yq11 translocation
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Abstract
Colony stimulating factor-2 receptor alpha (CSF2RA) and interleukin-3 receptor alpha (IL3RA), two genes from the chromosome Xp and Yp pseudoautosomal region (PAR), have been suggested as candidate genes for short stature in Turner syndrome. We report three girls with X;Y translocation (46,X,der(X)t(X;Y)(p22;q11)) initially detected by amniocentesis. The terminal portion of the X chromosome distal to the translocation breakpoint at Xp22 was deleted on the derivative X chromosome in all three patients. Each had normal stature at birth, with greater than expected deceleration of growth velocity by the second year. Using fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH), we have shown deletion of the CSF2RA and IL3RA loci on the derivative X chromosomes of all three patients. The role of CSF2RA and IL3RA haploinsufficiency in linear growth and final adult stature is discussed. Additional studies, particularly of molecular deletions within the PAR, are needed to improve our understanding of the role of these and other PAR loci in the genetic control of adult stature.
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Several observations have suggested the probable location of stature controlling gene(s) in the Xp-Yp pseudoautosomal regions (PAR) located at the telomeric ends of the short arms of the X and Y chromosomes.1-4 The PAR genes escape X inactivation and hence exert dosage effect. The dosage effect of putative growth gene(s) from this region is further supported by the observation that short stature is a consistent clinical finding in Turner syndrome patients and often the only physical manifestation in patients with terminal Xp deletions,1 while tall stature is seen in patients with XXY, XYY, and XXX sex chromosome constitutions.5 The study of patients with X;Y chromosomal translocations may help eventually to locate the stature gene(s), since many of these result in deletion of small terminal Xp DNA segments.

CSF2RA and IL3RA are the two most distal genes within the Xp and Yp PARs, lying within 1180 to 1300 kb from the Xp and Yp telomeres (fig 1).6 Both CSF2 and IL3 are members of the cytokine receptor family and are powerful haemopoietic growth factors that interact with a number of cell types, such as mast cells, megakaryocytes, eosinophils, erythroblasts, pre-B cells and possibly pre-T cells, and osteoclasts.910 Pleiotropic effects of these cytokines, stimulating skeletal growth either directly or indirectly, may play a role in linear growth and their haploinsufficiency may explain short stature in Turner syndrome patients.11 Here we report the results of our molecular genetic studies to determine the extent of Xp deletion in three girls with Xp22;Yq11 translocations and short stature.

Clinical background

CASE 1
A 2 year old black female with a known X;Y translocation was referred for short stature and premature thelarche. She was born to a 26 year old G1, P0 female whose prenatal course was remarkable for a high maternal serum alpha-fetoprotein (MSAFP) level at 17 weeks. Amniocentesis showed an abnormal fetal karyotype of 46,X,der(X)t(X;Y)(p22;q11).

Figure 1  Schematic representation of DNA probes used in this study (CSF2RA, IL3RA, STS, and KAL) relative to Xp telomere (TEL), X chromosome centromere (CEN), and other key loci in the Xp pseudoautosomal region (modified from reference 3).
The mother and two potential fathers were karyotypically normal. Therefore, the fetal karyotypic anomaly was considered to be a de novo occurrence. Family history was unremarkable except for sickle cell trait in her mother and two maternal aunts. Molecular studies of amniocytes showed the presence of the heterochromatic segment from the long arm of the Y chromosome but absence of the p arm, centromere, and the sex determining region of the Y (SRY) gene on the derivative X chromosome. Based on this information, the parents were counselled about the normal female sexual development and the absent risk for gonadoblastoma in the offspring.

A normal female infant was born at term by spontaneous vaginal delivery weighing 2270 g (<5th centile) and 47 cm (15th centile) long. The early neonatal course was unremarkable. She remained essentially healthy except for slight breast development which was first noticed at 3 months of age, progressed over the next 6 months, and then remained static. A decrease in linear growth velocity was noticed during the second year of life. Physical examination at 2 years of age showed a healthy looking toddler with a weight of 8.95 kg (<5th centile), a height of 71 cm (<5th centile, 50th centile for age 11 months), and a head circumference of 46 cm (5th centile). Both motor and language development were normal. Tanner III breast development was noted bilaterally. There was no facial dysmorphism, and normal female external genitalia were noted without pubic hair. Abdominal examination showed no masses and neurological examination was unremarkable. She had one small café au lait spot measuring approximately 0.5 cm in diameter on her left buttock. Her mother was 155 cm tall and her father was 162.5 cm tall giving an estimated adult height of 152.4 cm based on her current and midparental heights.

Bone age radiograph showed a skeletal age of 30 months at a chronological age of 23 months. Thyroid function studies were normal. Growth hormone factor profile showed a normal insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) of 42 ng/ml (normal range 11–206) and low insulin-like growth factor binding protein 3 (IGFBP3) of 0.9 mg/l (normal range 1.4–3). Growth hormone (GH) deficiency was confirmed by an abnormal response to a clonidine stimulation test. Gonadal hormone profile showed luteinising hormone (LH) of <2 mIU/ml, FSH of 3.0 mIU/ml, and oestradiol of <20 pg/ml, all within the normal range. Her breast tissue development was considered to be premature thelarche. At 26 months of age she was started on growth hormone therapy at a dose of 0.3 mg/kg/week. Her growth velocity accelerated to 12.1 cm per year during the first year of therapy which is 2 SD above the normal rate and an expected response for a growth hormone deficient child. At the age of 3½ years there was once again concern about further breast development. A luteinising hormone releasing hormone (LHRH) stimulation study done at this stage showed normal LHRH response, thus ruling out true precocious puberty. Her growth velocity during the second year of GH treatment averaged 7.6 cm per year. Her most recent height at the age of 4 years was on the 30th centile.

CASE 2
Amniocentesis was done on a G2, P1 white female for reasons of advanced maternal age and a previous child with trisomy 21. Ultrasound examination before amniocentesis had shown a twin pregnancy with female fetuses. Amniotic fluid cell karyotypes were identical and abnormal with both showing 46, X, der(X)(X;Y)(p22.3;q11.21). Normal karyotypes were found for the parents indicating that the X;Y translocation was a de novo rearrangement. Further cytogenetic and molecular studies showed that the p arm, centromere, and the proximal q arm of the Y chromosome were not present on the derivative X chromosome. Ultrasound examination at 30.3 weeks’ gestation suggested that the limbs of the fetuses were at the short end of the normal range with the humerus and femur on the 3rd centile, radius and ulna on the 10th centile, and tibia on the 25th centile.

The monochorionic twins were born without complications at 36 weeks’ gestation. Twin 1 had a birth weight of 2300 g (25th centile), length of 43.2 cm (5th centile), and head circumference of 32 cm (25th centile). Twin 2 had a birth weight of 2360 g (30th centile), a length of 45.7 cm (25th centile), and a head circumference of 32.3 cm (40th centile). There were no congenital anomalies noted. Laboratory studies ruled out amino acid and organic aciddurias, mucopolysacchariduria, galactosaemia, thyroid disease, biotinidase deficiency, PKU, and G6PD deficiency. Linear growth failure was first appreciated at their 18 month well child examination. Their weight and head circumference were noted to be on the 50th centile while their height was 75 cm (<5th centile, 50th centile for age 1 year). Both twins were also noted to have dolichocephaly, a narrow flat face, downward slanting palpebral fissures, epicanthic folds, and a slightly flat nasal bridge. When last seen at 2 years of age, twin 1 was 81.5 cm and twin 2 was 81 cm tall (<5th centile, 50th centile for age 1½ years). Both had weights on the 50th centile. Their development has been completely normal with regard to gross motor, fine motor, and language development. IGF-1 and IGFBP3 levels were within the normal range for age and sex for both twins, ruling out GH deficiency. Molecular cytogenetic studies were carried out on only one of the twins.

CASE 3
A 37 year old G4, P2 white female was seen following the detection of a fetal chromosomal abnormality during the 21st week of pregnancy. Amniocentesis was done for advanced maternal age. Fetal karyotype was reported as 46, X, der(X)(t(X;Y)(p22.3;q11). From her first marriage she had a 16 year old son and a 13 year
old daughter both in good health. With her current husband who is 25 years old, she had one miscarriage before this pregnancy. Further family history was unremarkable. As chromosome analysis was normal for both parents, the fetal karyotypic anomaly was considered to be a de novo event. FISH studies of amniocytes confirmed the absence of the SRY gene and Y centromeric sequences on the derivative X chromosome. The parents were counselled regarding normal female sexual development and absent risk for gonadoblastoma in the offspring.

Her prenatal course was unremarkable and the pregnancy ended at term in the birth of a normal female weighing 3400 g (60th centile) and 53.3 cm long (75th centile). She had an uneventful neonatal period and has remained healthy with normal psychomotor development. Her length, which was on the 75th centile at birth, dropped to the 50th centile by 7 months, and to the 5th centile at 22 months. Serum IGF-1 and IGFBP3 levels were normal at the age of 24 months providing no evidence of GH deficiency.

Methods
High resolution chromosomal GTG banding of cultured, PHA stimulated lymphocytes from peripheral blood was done on cases 1, 2 (twin 1), and 3 after birth. Additionally, CBG banding was done in cases 2 and 3 and QFQ banding in case 2. Metaphase cells from PHA stimulated lymphocyte cultures of samples from each of the three patients were used for the FISH studies. The four probes studied represent the gene loci for CSF2RA, IL3RA, steroid sulphatase (STS), and Kallmann syndrome in sequential order starting from the Xp telomere (fig 1).

CSF2RA and IL3RA probes were prepared using DNA isolated from the cosmids H0948 and D103 obtained from Dr Uta Francke, Stanford University. The DNA probes were labelled in our laboratory with digoxigenin-11-dUTP using the nick translation kit (Boehringer Mannheim). The yield of the DIG labelled DNA was estimated by the dot blot assay using Genius 1, 2, and 3 DNA labelling and detection kits (Boehringer Mannheim). Before hybridisation, the labelled probes were ethanol precipitated and dissolved in hybrisol VII (Oncor, Inc). FISH with both CSF2RA and IL3RA probes was also done in a normal control male on separate slides. For the Kallmann (KAL) and steroid sulphatase (STS) loci, commercially available probes were used (Oncor, Inc). Both KAL and STS probes contain X centromeric sequences to facilitate the identification of the X chromosome.

A total of at least 20 metaphase spreads were scored for each probe used in each case. A normal male control was used to show and compare the normal signals of the CSF2RA and IL3RA loci on the PARs of both Xp and Yp termini. A positive signal was considered as a fluorescent signal present at the expected sites on both chromosomes of a metaphase chromosome. If positive signals were present on both the normal X chromosome and on the derivative X chromosome, the sample was considered non-deleted for the probe used.

Results
CYTOGENETICS
An abnormal karyotype of 46,X,der(X)t(X;Y)(p22;q11) at a band resolution of 450 to 650 was confirmed in all three girls. Routine GTG banded preparations showed the der(X) chromosome, which by banding pattern and mor-
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Figure 2 Top panel shows G banding mid and prometaphase X chromosomes of case 2 (the derivative X is on the right in each pair). The middle and bottom panels show representative CBG and QFQ banded metaphases, respectively; the der(X) chromosomes show the translocated Yq heterochromatic region on Xp.
Figure 3  Panel on the left (A, B, C) shows the FISH results using the KAL gene probe in cases 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Positive signals are seen on both the normal and der(X) chromosomes in each case. Panel on the right (D, E, F) represents FISH results with the STS gene probe in cases 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Positive signals are observed on the normal X chromosomes of all three patients and on the der(X) of only case 2. CSF2RA and IL3RA probes showed positive signals from the normal X of each patient and none of the der(X)s (not shown, see table 1 and text for details).

Phylogeny suggested the absence of the Y chromosome centromere, but the presence of much of the long arm in all three cases. In case 1, additional FISH studies using biotinylated alpha satellite Y chromosome specific DNA probes and biotinylated Y classical heterochromatin DNA probe showed the absence of the Y centromere but presence of the distal heterochromatic block of the Y chromosome long arm. In cases 2 and 3, CBG banding techniques showed a heterochromatic block on the derivate X chromosome characteristic of the long arm of the Y chromosome. QFQ banding done in case 2 showed the bright
heterochromatic block on the derivative chromosome, once again indicative of the long arm of the Y chromosome. Fig 2 shows GTG, CBG, and QFQ banding of the normal X and the derivative X found in case 2.

Molecular Cytogenetics
The results of the FISH studies are summarised in table 1 and fig 3. Both CSF2RA and IL3RA loci were found to be deleted on the derivative X chromosomes of all three cases, while their normal X chromosomes showed positive signals. The STS locus was found to be deleted on the derivative X chromosomes of cases 1 and 3 while it was present on the der(X) chromosome of case 2. The STS locus was present on the normal X chromosome in all three cases. The most proximal Kallmann locus was present on the normal and derivative X chromosomes of all three patients. The control male sample showed positive signals for both CSF2RA and IL3RA loci on both the X and Y chromosomes.

Discussion
X;Y chromosomal translocations in humans are classified into three groups based on their phenotypic and karyotypic characteristics: 46, Xq(t(X;Y) females, 46,Yq(t(X;Y) males, and the rarer 46,Xq(t(X;Y) males who have the SRY gene on the derivative X chromosome.1 The events leading to X;Y translocation are thought to result from abnormal male meiotic recombination.2 Short stature with or without other Turner syndrome stigmata and normal intelligence are the clinical manifestations in most X;Y translocation females. On the other hand, males with X;Y translocation usually have mental retardation in addition to relative short stature.1 This is in contrast to XX males with SRY gene translocation and males with XXY Klinefelter syndrome who are usually of normal intelligence and have normal or tall stature. The majority of 46,Xq(t(X;Y) females represent familial cases who are clinically asymptomatic mothers and sisters of 46,Yq(t(X;Y) phenotypically male probands and have a common translocation breakpoint at Xp22 and Yq11.1 Short stature has been the only consistent clinical abnormality in this group while the few female patients with X;Y translocation breakpoints more proximal to Xp22 had gonadal dysgenesis or other Turner syndrome stigmata in addition to short stature.1

Several other observations have also suggested the possible location of stature controlling genes in the Xp-Yp PAR. Among live born Turner syndrome patients, 50 to 60% have 45,X, 20% have 46,Xq(Xq), 10% are mosaic 45,X/46,XX, 7% have ring(X), and 2 to 3% have deletions of Xp.1,2,12 Short stature is known to be the most consistent clinical feature of Turner syndrome irrespective of the karyotypic anomalies enumerated above. Deletions of variable lengths of DNA from the short arm of the X chromosome seem to be a common factor in all of these patients. On the other hand, Xq arm deletions in females do not appear to exert significant effect on stature.3 The presence of a putative growth gene residing in the terminal portion of Xp, the deletion of which decreases the adult height by an average of 12 cm, was suggested by the findings of a family study in which 13 adult females with 46,X,del(X)(p23) in two pedigrees were significantly shorter than their nine 46,XX adult female relatives.4 Molecular studies of patients with partial monosomy at the pseudoautosomal region have suggested that a locus affecting height maps to a 1.5 Mb long segment in terminal Xp within the PAR, distal to DXXS85 and proximal to DXXS97 (fig 1).

The 2.6 Mb of DNA in the Xp-Yp PAR constitutes 1.6% of the human X chromosome and 3–5% of the Y (fig 3). CSF2RA and IL3RA are the only two known functioning genes from the distal 1.5 Mb of the Xp-Yp PAR, the region thought to harbour the height controlling locus/loci.5 Both CSF2 and IL3, along with IL5 and IL13, map to chromosome 5 at q23–q31, within a cytokine family gene cluster.1,13 CSF2 and IL3 share a common beta receptor, the gene for which is mapped to chromosome 22q12.2–q13.1,16 while their separate alpha receptors (CSF2RA and IL3RA) lie in close proximity to each other in the Xp-Yp PAR. As the PAR escapes inactivation, a normal male or female should have two doses of functioning CSF2RA and IL3RA genes. CSF2RA and IL3RA, receptors for two potent haematopoietic growth factors, have been suggested as candidate genes for short stature in Turner syndrome. Quantitative studies to document a decreased number of CSF2RA and IL3RA receptors have not been possible in our patients. However, such a decrease is quite likely given the presence of the respective loci on only one of the two homologues. There remains the possibility of as yet undiscovered specific genes responsible for linear growth within the Xp-Yp PAR, possibly distal to the CSF2RA gene. In fact, Ogata et al5 have reported an interesting patient with an inverted duplication of Xp21.3–Xp22.33 with an associated 700 kb deletion of DNA distal to locus DXXS15. The CSF2RA locus was duplicated on the abnormal X chromosome in this girl giving her an extra dose of this gene rather than haploinsufficiency. In addition to the loss of as yet unknown stature controlling genes in the deleted segment, the authors suggested the possibility of an abnormal X inactivation pattern in this derivative chromosome as an explanation for her short stature.

Further evidence for stature controlling genes comes from the demonstration of a GC rich area 470–520 kb from the telomere within the Xp PAR.6 Our three patients are haploinsufficient for this DNA segment as well as the CSF2RA and IL3RA loci. Further characterisation of this DNA region within the Xp terminus is likely to shed light on the role of the pseudoautosomal genes in the determination of normal adult stature. Similarly, the influence of gene(s) such as GCY on Yq12 that are thought to be influential in adult stature of phenotypic males remains unknown in girls with Xp;Y translocations.17
All the three girls in our study had normal body length at birth, suggesting that the linear growth during fetal life and even in first year of life is unaffected by the haploinsufficiency of the growth genes from the PAR. An interesting observation is the impressive response to growth hormone therapy leading to the normalisation of stature (30th centile at age 4 years) in our case 1, who had GH deficiency shown by appropriate stimulation tests. Similar responses have been noted in Turner syndrome patients with the more common karyotypic abnormalities. Our other two patients had normal GH screening test results and therefore stimulation has not been clinically justifiable.

While the effect of GH therapy on the ultimate adult height of our case 1 remains to be established, it is useful to note that the haploinsufficiency of the stature controlling genes in this girl did not interfere with the response to pharmacological doses of GH. The cognitive development of all three of our patients is normal to date. Clinical findings in addition to linear growth deficiency included premature thelarche in case 1 and craniofacial dysmorphic features in case 2 and her twin (not included here). The significance of these observations remains unclear at present.
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